De Facto versus De Jure - more questions for Judge Anna

Your not a De Facto Judge, but a De Jure Judge, right? A lot of people have said you are not a real judge, but what they are trying to say is that your not a corporate judge. But why are people saying you are working for the Cartel/Vatican/Banking?

Next, Corporate U.S. and the European powers to be are suppose to hand the baton of power over to the eastern countries, but are not because they are seeking to retain this global power in fraud? But hasn't the Pope relinquished the assets over through an agreement recently? Isn't that what his recent visit was for, to enforce accountability?

Finally, can you explain a little more about this smooth transitional currency re-valuation for all countries and the planned systemic economic breakdown of the U.S.?

Judge Anna Answers:

People are SO ignorant-- it defies imagination....

When the Colonists came here they set up Common Law Courts and Amendment VII clearly requires American Common Law Courts to decide all matters affecting people and their property....

But in 1965 the last counties and states incorporated their operations--- and began operating under international law as a result.

All the courts were unlawfully converted to administrative, maritime, and admiralty jurisdiction. All our Public Offices were vacated, too. Read the Foreign Sovereigns Immunities Act and International Organizations Immunities Act--!!!!!!!

Believe it or not, that is what happened.

Therefore there are no American Common Law Courts, no access to the guarantees of the actual Constitution, no enforcement of the Public and Organic Law. Why? Because the people we trusted were lured by "federal revenue sharing"--- a cut of
the racketeering profits--- and fundamentally changed the form of our government by incorporating.

We, the people, are still owed a Republican style of government and control of the land jurisdiction of this country, but all the people we thought we hired to do the work related to this got sidetracked off to serve other masters.

As a result, if we want American Common Law Courts and Sheriffs dedicated to enforcing the Law of the Land we have to provide those courts and perform those duties ourselves. Nobody else can do it for us and nobody on the public payroll is obligated to. Why?

Repeat after me: all levels of government in this country unlawfully converted themselves to operate as incorporated franchises of federal "parent" corporations.

They did this because they were greedy and paid off with "federal revenue sharing"--- basically kickbacks from federal corporation racketeering.

That left us with all our Public Offices vacated.

Including our courts.

The courts have tried to work around the VII Amendment requirements by substituting international martial common law for American Common Law, but that clearly cannot be justified given the time and context in which the Seventh Amendment was written.

As for the pernicious (and WRONG) rumor that I "work for the Vatican"--- I posted an answer---numerous times already. People who are too lazy to read will just have to twist their tails and spread lies.

See article #186 at www.annavonreitz.com
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